Introduction
For the realization of an interpreting telephony system, an accurate word recognition system is necessary. Because it is difficult to recognize English words using only their acoustical characteristics, an accurate word recognition system needs certain linguistic information. Errors in word recognition results for sentences uttered in isolation include the tbllowing types of errors recoverable using linguistic infi)rmation. Similarity S is calculated by The clustering result is shown in Fig.5 . Clustering by the threshold of similarity, 0.985, the word categories are classified into linguistically significant groups, which are the HAVE', verb group, BE verb group, subjective pronoun group, group whose categories should be before a noun, and others. Therefore the NETgram can learn linguistic structure naturally.
Trigram Network
Word category prediction results are shown in Fig.6 
Applying the NETgram to Speech Recognition
The algorithm for applying the NETgram to speech recognition is shown in Fig.7 . HMM refers to the ltidden Markov Model which is a technique for speech Word trigram probabilities are approximated using category trigram probabilities as follows :
The probability of w~ is denoted by the preceding twoword sequence, wi.2, Wi.l, and is approximated by their preceding two-category sequence.
The probability ratio of wi and Ci given by Ci-2 Cij is nearly equal to the total probability ratio ofwi and C i.
To eah.'ulate the above probability, the trigram probability of word category, P(C i / Ci-2 Ci-1), and word occurrence probability, P(wi)/P(Ci), are required. The word probability, P(wi) / P(Ci), is prestored in tim dietio,mry of word wi for each wm'd category.
To avoid the multit)lication of probabilities% tbe log likelihood, STi, is defined as :
'rhe. first term is retrieved from the trigram of word categories and the second term is retrieved from the word dictionary.
The maximum likelihood of a word, SW, is given by the sum of word likelihood values of a n-word sequence. The jth word candidate in the i-th word of a sentence is denoted by wij. The likelihood of" wij , SWi,i, is defined as the sum of two types of likelihood which are the log-likelihood of the ItMM output probability, SHia, and the trigram likelihood, STij. Thus, the likelihood of wij is described as follows :
where a~ is the weighting parameter to adjust the scaling of two kinds of likelihood.
The maximum sentence likelihood values, G, are denoted by the following equations :
When the length era sentence is N, the maximum value of GN.ij is regarded as the maximum likelihood of the word sequence. The back-tracing of wij gives the optimal word sequence.
In this paper, the best-ten candidates in the tlMM word recognition results are used. As the same word belonging to a different category is regarded as a different word, there are ten or more word candidates.
English Word Recognition Results
The experiment task is to translate keyboard 
